FIND YOUR TRIBE
Volunteer with Destination Imagination

ENGAGE AND EMPOWER STUDENTS IN YOUR COMMUNITY

Some of the most successful people in the world share a common aptitude for 21st century skills—they are creative, curious and collaborative problem solvers; they take risks and learn from their failures. Destination Imagination (DI) uses fun, hands-on educational experiences to help students build these universal skills that will propel them toward success. We do so with the support of a global network of qualified and enthusiastic volunteers who share our vision. That’s where you come in!

WHAT IS DESTINATION IMAGINATION?

Destination Imagination is an educational nonprofit that prepares children for a future that is rapidly evolving. DI does this through a project-based learning experience that applies the creative process across seven different Challenge types—Technical, Scientific, Engineering, Fine Arts, Improvisational, Service Learning and Early Learning—allowing pre-K through university level students to acquire and practice the skills needed to thrive in school, future careers, and beyond.

SEASON AT A GLANCE

| SEPT | Team Challenge Season Opens |
| FALL – WINTER | Form Your Team. Choose Your Challenge. |
| FEB – APR | Share Your Solution at Local Tournaments. |
| MAY | Celebrate at Global Finals. |
FIND YOUR TRIBE

Destination Imagination is fortunate to have a global network of more than 38,000 volunteers across almost every U.S. state and more than 30 countries. These energetic and selfless members of the DI community help to create a supportive environment in which 150,000 students annually explore STEAM (science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics) concepts through our Challenge Experience.

Whether through virtual connections, in-person trainings, or local tournaments, volunteering with DI allows you to connect with a growing network of engaged and passionate individuals who believe in the power of creativity.

VOLUNTEER ROLES INCLUDE

- **Official**
  Ensures that local tournament days are successful for participants and spectators

- **Appraiser**
  Assesses, celebrates, and provides feedback on teams’ solutions

- **Challenge Master**
  Leads focused volunteer groups as the local expert on a Challenge

- **Challenge Writer**
  Develops fun and engaging educational content for upcoming seasons

- **Regional/Affiliate Director or Board Member**
  Grows and strengthens DI locally

MAKE AN IMPACT – GET STARTED TODAY

Volunteers are an essential part of providing this life-enriching experience, but the benefits of Destination Imagination are not limited to its student participants. Be inspired by the next generation of innovators and leaders, re-energize your own creativity, and make lifelong friends by volunteering with Destination Imagination. To be connected to opportunities in your area, email AskDI@dihq.org or call 1-888-321-1503.